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A good roll-up, and a welcome was given to all for the first meeting of the year. 

During the Christmas/New Year break woodturning life was busy. 
Honey dippers were ready for sale but as notified earlier our customer let us down 
and  new customers  are  being  sought  as  well  as  efforts  to  renew our  original 
customer's interest. Consideration is being given to pen turning and selling as a 
substitute  or  additional  source  of  revenue.  The  Christmas  Lunch  was  well 

supported, and enjoyed, by many Shed members. Supplies of turning wood were 
gleaned  with  varying  success,  sprouting  mulberry  logs,  a  few Manchurian  Pear 
branches,  some recycled  Australian  Cedar  wood  52 mm thick  and  a  couple  of 
sources of wet jacaranda trunk and branches.  The Shed purchased a new mini 
lathe, (Hafco 14V electronically variable speed model) to add to the range. A few 
members'  fees  are  due  for  payment  this  month  –  please  see  Colin  Crispo  if 
relevant. Elwyn, Colin and Greg manned a Christmas Craft stall  at Berowra Mall 
selling a variety of turned items ranging from $100 plus large bowls, lidded boxes 
to small Christmas trees at 2 for $5. These three members also collected Harry 
Jones' slabbing frame from its 'hiding place' in the Shed which Elwyn has set-up 
and already produced a number of slabs.  
Lindsay welcomed all present and commenced Show & Tell. 
Elwyn showed two bowls; a part turned medium sized Juniper pine bowl showing a 
huge knot (Jupiter bowl?). The general opinion was to fill the void around the knot 
with coloured epoxy before proceeding. His other bowl of eucalyptus hardwood had 

cracked  open  on 
the  lathe  via  its 
gum veins  despite 
care  and 
containment with a 
chuck and tailstock 
while  turning. 
Fortunately  this 
caused  no  injury 
as  Elwyn  was 



wearing a face mask; this reminds us all that gum veins in eucalyptus woods are 
(virtually)  always 
suspect.  
Colin  showed  a  now 
dry scribbly-gum bowl 
about  220  mm  in 
'diameter,' turned wet 
and  with  thin  walls, 
which  had  distorted 
slightly  to  be 
interestingly  curious. 

This bowl was sanded by hand then oiled with Danish Oil to give a mat finish.
John Edwards brought in a 250 mm Qld. Kauri platter finished with food grade oil 

which emphasised the grain as well as giving a mat finish. It was suggested that 
open grained wood (like Kauri) be sealed with half strength shellac and de-nibbed 
prior to oiling for a good and longer lasting result.
Tim showed a small egg cup with a flared 
base.  The  wood  is  unknown  but  is 
suspected to be a gumtree species which 
was finished with beeswax and showed an 
almost 'hot pink' colour.
Lloyd produced three items from a Huon 
Pine  plank;  a  dainty  small  jewellery  box 
with a translucent lid and contrasting finial. 
The other items were a matching pair  of 
250 mm tall sleek salt and pepper grinders 
'destined as' his son's wedding present. All 
three  items  were  nicely  finished  and 
sprayed with 75% gloss lacquer.

Information  Exchange  was  introduced  by 
Brian.
Bang  Good  is  now  selling  woodturning 
tools and Brian has purchased a hollowing 



round shafted chisel fitted with a circular 
Carbide  cutter  and  a  metal  handle  to 
compliment the chisel. Costs are $34 for 
the shaft and $24 for the well  designed 
handle;  not  sure  if  the  costs  include 
postage  but  Bang  Good  items  generally 
do. Of course it  is possible to turn your 
own wooden handle. No doubt Brian will 
road-test  the  chisel  and  report  next 
month.
Bert  drew our  attention to  an imminent 
Aldi  sale  of  a  recommended  24  volt 
cordless  drill  with  2  batteries  and  a 
charger for $79. Also a similar offer for a 
smaller  drill  also  comes  on  sale 
occasionally priced about $50.

Colin showed a small battery operated soldering 
iron from Bunnings  which on a  couple  of  AA 
batteries will produce about one hour of good 
pyrography.  
Elwyn  showed  and  explained  another  Aldi 
product, a chainsaw sharpener. This had been 
stashed away, new and unused, in the Shed for 
a  couple  of  years  or  more  and  will  be  road-
tested and reported on next month.
Elwyn had also continued working on our Harry 
Jones'  slabbing  frame  producing  very 

worthwhile  75 
mm  thick  slabs 
from  the  trunks 
of  wet  and  dry 
woods,  see 
photos.  Elwyn 
has  procured 
and  used  a 
larger  chainsaw 
(with longer bar) 
which  is  better 
suited  to  the 
frame  and  able 
to  cut  larger 
diameter  trunks 
very 
satisfactorily. 

Note the long shoots on the wet mulberry trunk 
wood which grew in the dark over the 2 months 
Christmas break!



It's good to remember that this slabber, made by respected passed member Harry, 
will again produce many of the blanks that we will  use in the future.

Immediately  after  lunch Brian commenced his  demonstration of  Turning Polaris 
Pens. 
A discussion of this pen's pros and cons and the specific requirements was first:

• the wider body suitable for Parker type ball point refills,
• only  the  single-length  body  turning 

requirement,
• because  of  the  greater  diameter  of  the 

finished body more care is required with the 
centring of the 7 mm  diameter hole; 3 to 
400 rpm on either a lathe, or a pedestal drill 
with a vice, clearing the swarf frequently,

• ensure that each end is perpendicular to the 
metal  tubing, cut and sand to 240 grit  at 
least,

• use  a  jig  for  tube  mechanism  and  blank 
positioning in place and the possible use of 
the lathe for the compression,

• use CA glue with great care so that the tube 
mechanism is fully in place before 
the  glue  sets;  suggested  is  a 
quick  setting  epoxy  which 
prevents this problem,

• fitting both bushes to the mandrel 
and  ensuring  that  the  blank  is 
finished to these exact diameters 
to  match  the  pen's  clip-in  cone 
and top diameters,

• clean the internal  surface of  the 
tube where necessary with a rats-
tail file,

• sand the blank to at least 320 grit 
to give the required finish, finally 
waxing with Renaissance Wax or 
CA as desired. Finish to 1,200 grit 
or more may be desired for some 
acrylic pens before waxing. 

Brian  demonstrated  a  number  of  the 
above requirements that are necessary 
to produce this Polaris pen design to a 
professional  standard  as  the  selected 
photos show.
 
Shown are the two pens produced form the acrylic blanks above plus one from 
myrtle burl produced by Colin recently.



Members  will  remember  Brian's 
demonstration on (general) pen turning 
in June 2016 and included here is  this 
useful  summary  from  our  2016 
Newsletter. 

Brian's  demonstration  was  for  the 
preparation for a Long Wood Clip Pen.

“Blank selection is vital to obtain good results. The selected woods, say 20 mm 

square, need to not only have good grain showing but need to have the ability to  
turn and sand well to give a good smooth and attractive surface without breaks,  
cracks or  tear  out  etc.  Wood should  be physically  hard to  be utilitarian.  Some  
turners  recommend  that  for  best  results  the  grain  should  be  15  degrees  'off 
parallel' to the pen.

Where repetition  pen turning  is  envisaged a  simple jig  can be made to  get  a  
consistently correct blank length. Ensure that the saw cuts are square and as thin  
as possible so as to have grain continuity along the whole pen and use pen jaws in  
the chuck to obtain a centred hole and good concentric turning of the body. Drill on 
the lathe at 500 RPM maximum using a centre bit first and with the tool rest as a  
steadier for the main drill  in this case  3/8” diameter. Take care with centring the  
hole cutting as bad off-centre turning can result in exposure of the brass centre  
tube.

Acrylic blanks and 
part-acrylic  
blanks  (those 
made from wood 
strengthened  or 
filled with epoxy) 
are  handled  in 
much the same manner with the possible addition of colouring the brass tube if its  
'golden' colour affects the translucent acrylic colour.
Once the blank is cut and drilled the metal body is cleaned and glued (epoxy) into  
the still square blank and allowed to set before cleaning the ends of the tubes and  
woods to the exact length required.



The  specific  mandrel  is  loaded  with  the  blanks,  tightened  and  turned  to  the 
required diameter finishing the shaping with a sharp skew.
Sanding of pens is particularly important and 'Abranet'  style abrasive was used 
running down to 600 grit before changing to 'Micromesh' working from 1,500 to 
12,000 grit.  This treatment should give almost a glass finish and ready for the 
application of CA glue.
Before application of the CA glue wipe the turning with quality paper towling cut  
with scissors to 125 x 125 mm to completely remove and dust, then with a fresh  
square apply the first CA coat and polish with the paper once the glue has all but  
soaked into the wood.
Repeat 3 or 4 times until all the grain is filled and the finish is very glossy.
Once the CA glue has dried and has an hard finish polish with a fine abrasive wax,  
in this case Renaissance Wax, which should result in an ultra gloss appearance.

All  that 
remains  is  to 
assemble  the 
pen  which 
can  be  done 
on  the  lathe 
compressing 
with  the  tail  
stock  or  with 
a  smaller  
vice.  Brian 
used  a 
compressing 
mechanism 
with  pads  on 
the head and tail stocks equipped with a small coin to facilitate this action.
Don't wind in too briskly or the pen mechanism may bend.” 

To round-out pen turning, a link is included to Penn State Industries' (the makers of 
Polaris and many other pen designs) website and video on pen making which will 
remind  us  all  of  many  of  the  basics  from  its  point  of  view.  Go  to 
www.pennstateind.com and click   “Beginners Guide”   in the top menu and then 
on the new page, at the top right side, click  the  red  arrow  for    “Essential Tools 
and Supplies for Pen Making”  and view an additional two minutes of good advice.

Noted is the cost of Polaris mechanisms ex Timberbits of $5.50 per unit and the 
availability of a few units for members' immediate purchase and turning. Hopefully 
we will see some well turned examples in Show & Tell next month!

Thanks Brian for a lot of tips and an up-date on pens. You have added to our 
knowledge and suggested a pen type which not only has a large refill but is modern 
and easier for us all to make.

*****************

http://www.pennstateind.com/

